NEW TECHNOLOGY

.

NEW STYLE

.

NEW EXPERIENCE

Being billiard balls manufacturer for over three generations, VIGMA has been the
craftsman of many branded balls. VIGMA concentrates in providing the top of the
line of the leisure products over the years. With extensive experience and exposures,
VIGMA offers a complete line of traditional, contemporary and commercial billiard
balls. Let’s experience the excellence of VIGMA balls and enjoy the pool.

We have invested in inventing equipment, facilities, material, research and development continuously
over the last 50 years, and we now have the perfect balls made for the pool-players – VIGMA. Durable
Material, Advanced Technology and Style make VIGMA balls perfect. All VIGMA balls are made of
exclusive Kobo Resin combining with the advanced technology which allow VIGMA balls to posses
accurate weight, precise density and balance, perfect rebound, flawless surface polish, vibrant colors,
excellent brilliancy, extreme hardness and best value. VIGMA also provide a wide range of styles of
billiard balls to the pool-players. VIGMA carries a series of researches and studies over the last 30
years aiming to create a breakthrough in styling. Nowadays, VIGMA is capable to offer our customers
with permanent full color photo quality images on balls. Comparing to the bleary image available in the
market, VIGMA can provide sharp clear photo image on the balls without distorting the ball surface
during engraving.
VIGMA’s mission is to provide perfect stylish balls to the customers with our exclusive advanced
technology and guaranteed quality.

Accurate Weight
Complying with the BCA standard, all VIGMA balls are of accurate and
uniform weight. The balls in each set are made under the same batch of
production. In addition, each set of balls has batch number for identification
and for quality assurance.

Uniform Density & Balance
Uniform density of the Kobo Resin used in VIGMA balls would allow the players to have total control
of the balls in speed, direction, spin, impact and rebound. Having uniform density gives the balls
perfect equilibrium when rolling.

Perfect Rebound
Kobo Resin used in VIGMA balls has been formulated and tested to give optimum rebound. VIGMA
balls make every bit of your strike counts.

Flawless Surface Polish
IT is crucial to have perfection in the ball surface to make every shot perfectly slipped. All VIGMA
balls have been treated under water polish process to ensure the surface to be flawlessly round and
smooth.

Vibrant Color
Color quality of all VIGMA balls are controlled by sophisticated professional spectrophotometers. For
tailor-made or special edition of VIGMA balls, full color images in photo quality are permanently dyed
by latest imprinting technology HTD, the color of the design is assured and hence the images on the
balls are clear, sharp and enduring.

Excellent Brilliancy
With our unique formula of resin used in VIGMA balls, the lustrous and smooth
surface of the balls can be maintained even under high friction temperature and
pressure due to replication of hitting.

Extreme Hardness
VIGMA balls are made to sustain nearly 10,000 lb load. The extreme hardness of
Kobo Resin allows VIGMA balls to be at least twice more scratch-resistance than
other balls. The likelihood of getting burn spots on both the balls and the cloth is
dramatically reduced and hence save your money.

Best Value
Direct selling from the manufacturer, VIGMA balls are believed to be the best
value billiard balls not just to play with, but also to be your collectibles. Exclusive Kobo Resin is used
for all VIGMA balls to provide extended life of at least 5 times longer and can withstand over 400,000
hits, especially cost effective to commercial gamerooms.

Exclusive Advanced Technology
VIGMA value your satisfaction and invests in research and development over the years. The latest
Heat Transfer Dye (HTD) technology is exclusively used in VIGMA products. HTD application is
highly specialized, requiring sophisticated equipment and advanced knowledge in chemical
engineering. HTD can transfer full color photo quality images onto VIGMA products. HTD is the only
available technology to allow clear, sharp and permanent images displaying in the billiard balls.

Customization – Be Unique
You got your own style or design? No problem, VIGMA
can do customization for you. With our exclusive
technology, VIGMA could imprint your design on the balls
permanently, without fading. Why wait? License your
design in full color on our VIGMA balls now!

Corporate Gift – Show Prestige
Thinking of making an impressive corporate gift for clients?
Think VIGMA. Kobo Resin is also good for making your corporate gifts such as paperweight, desktop
ornaments, key chains and even trophies. VIGMA would tailor-made your designs with your company
logo imprinted on the product. By presenting unique VIGMA made corporate gift, prestige of your
company would be rose.

Assured Consistent Quality
Quality is one of first priorities of VIGMA balls, thus all VIGMA balls are inspected and
quality-checked before every single shipment. VIGMA assures all our products complying with the
minimum standard of the world-class billiard standard and that listed in BCA.

VIGMA’s Guarantee
VIGMA is so proud in making quality and stylish billiard balls that we even guarantee your satisfaction
of VIGMA products. If you are not completely satisfied with our products, VIGMA’s representatives
are always here to provide you with the best assistance.

Pearl is one of the scarcest jewels in the world and is the dream jewel of many people. VIGMA makes
their dreams come true in introducing Virgin Pearl. VIGMA incorporates the advanced technology to
create the pearl-like billiard balls for the pool-players. The sparkling pearl-like particles are distributed
in the ball surface and make the Virgin Pearl look so real. Every Virgin Pearl is inspected and tested to
assure the good quality for the players to enjoy it at the pool as well as collecting it. VIGMA provides
unique style as well as quality. It is irresistible to add this work of art into your collectibles.

No one would even know all the mysteries of the Galaxy, but you would possess it. Imagine playing
with the VIGMA Galaxy and watching how the star-like billiard balls bombarding each other. The
irregular swirl pattern on the balls takes you to the balls takes you to the dream of fantasy. Who would
ever say you do not have the control over the Galaxy?

Imagine playing the pool feel like living in the Shangri-La! This set of billiard balls will bring you into
paradise of the pool. The balls are made to have high clarity with bands of glittering dyes inside the
ball featuring silvery numbers. Watch how this fantastic combination glimmers under the pool light in
the way that you never see before. So laid back, relax and enjoy playing with the VIGMA Shangri-La
and see the paradise visualized in front of you. The VIGMA Shangri-La will sure unwind the stress you
and your players have from work. Playing with VIGMA is joie de vivre.

BOTH VIGMA VIRGIN PEARL AND VIGMA SHANGRI-LA WEIGHT SLIGHTLY LESS THAN
COMMON BILLIARD BALLS. THE CHARACTERISTIC MAKES PLAYING POOL AT EASE,
ESPECIALLY FOR FEMALE PLAYERS. THE UNIFORMITY IN WEIFHT AND DENSITY AMONG
BALLS WILL HAVE SAME COLLISION EFFECTS COMPARING TO OTHER COMMON BILLIARD
BALLS.

VIGMA Platinum Ball
Classic balls which provide quality and durability to home players.
Style #: B1601-S
Size: 2-1/4”, 2-1/8”, 2-1/16”, 2”, 1-7/8”.
No. of Balls: 16

Professional VIGMA Premier Ball
Traditional professional balls that are designed for commercial tables and for
those regular pool players.
Style #: B1602-S
Size: 2-1/4”, 2-1/16”.
No. of Balls: 16

VIGMA in Milky Way
Black Holes are no more mysterious! Just lock your target and strike the
special Milky Way design VIGMA balls into Black Holes (pockets). BINGO!
Style #: B1601-M
Size: 2-1/4”, 2-1/8”, 2-1/16”, 2”, 1-7/8”.
No. of Balls: 16

VIGMA Galaxy
Just watch how the Galaxy shines during each shot. Want to take control over
the Galaxy? Try this.
Style #: B1602-M
Size: 2-1/4”, 2-1/16”.
No. of Balls: 16

Virgin Pearl Ball
Want to have a pool ball set to fit your elegancy? No problem, VIGMA
Virgin Pearl will definitely be one of your best choices.
Style #: B1602-P
Size: 2-1/4”.
No. of Balls: 16

VIGMA Opal
Ever thought of collecting different kinds of opal? VIGMA introduces an
opal-like design, VIGMA Opal, into our best-quality balls to make your
dream comes true.
Style #: B1602-OL
Size: 2-1/4”.
No. of Balls: 16

Standard Marble Ball
Marble pattern in light color is definitely a long-lasting style for the pool.
Style #: B1601-J
Size: 2-1/4”.
No. of Balls: 16

VIGMA Luminous (Glow in the Dark Pool Set)
The VIGMA Luminous looks like ordinary balls in normal light?! Presto!
Just switch off the light and see how VIGMA Luminous glows in the dark.
**UV light and enhancement kit are not included.**
Style #: B1601-F
Size: 2-1/4”.
No. of Balls: 16

Heart-warming European
Playing pool could also be romantic. Possessing this special design of
billiard balls, and experience how you could be a romantic player.
Style #: E1603-S
Size: 2-1/4”.
No. of Balls: 16

VIGMA Stardest
If Star War is your favorite science fiction? I have no doubt that VIGMA
Stardest will be one of your favorite pool ball sets.
Style #: B1602-SD
Size: 2-1/4”.
No. of Balls: 16

VIGMA Silver Ring
The VIGMA Silver Ring fits those players who look for classic with spike of
modern.
Style #: B1602-SR
Size: 2-1/4”.
No. of Balls: 16

VIGMA Diamond
You don’t cut corners? Then this extraordinary ball set will fit you well. A
Diamond shape outer ring surrounds the number is such a simple and chic
style.
Style #: B1604-D
Size: 2-1/4”.
No. of Balls: 16

VIGMA Platinum Snooker
This masterpiece would be the only ball set you need since both the quality
and style last forever.
Style #: S2201-S
Size: 2-1/4”, 2-1/8”, 2-1/16”, 2”.
No. of Balls: 22

VIGMA Premier Snooker
Would this alternative set of classic be your choice? The numbers make it
extraordinary that you can’t resist to possess.
Style #: S2202-S
Size: 2-1/4”, 2-1/8”, 2-1/16”, 2”.
No. of Balls: 22

VIGMA Superior Snooker
The superior quality of the balls will make every shot smooth and easy. Who
knows that you might be the next Davis?!
Style #: S1701-S
Size: 2”, 1-7/8”, 1-3/4”.
No. of Balls : 17

VIGMA Russian Deluxe
If White Russian is your favorite drink, then the VIGMA Russian Deluxe will
probably be your favorite style for the pool.
Style #: R1601-S
Size: 70mm, 68mm, 60.3mm, 57.15mm.
No. of Balls: 16

European VIGMA
Want to have best value fun with European ball playing? VIGMA is your
ultimate choice.
Style #: E1601-S
Size: 2-1/4”, 2”.
No. of Balls: 16

VIGMA Bumper Pool
Having Bumper pool fun with your family? VIGMA Bumper Pool is made to
be of finest quality and extended durability.
Style #: B1001-S
Size: 2-1/8”.
No. of Balls: 10

Golden Carom (left)

Premium Carom Set (right)

Premium quality of VIGMA Carom balls will bring you victory and fun.
Style #: C0301-S

Style #: C0302-S

Size: 61.5mm.

Size: 61.5mm

No. of Balls: 3 pieces in a

No. of Balls: 3 pieces in a set, with 2

Set, with 1 in white, 1 in red,

in white, 1 in red

1 in yellow

VIGMA Crazy Cue Ball (front)
Want to go Crazy? Simple VIGMA Crazy 8 Ball or Crazy Cue Ball and your
pool playing will have unpredictable fun.
Style #: C0116-Z
Size: 2-1/4”, 2-1/16”, 2”.
No. of Balls: Selling as Individual ball

VIGMA Crazy 8 Ball (back)
Want to go Crazy? Simple VIGMA Crazy 8 Ball or Crazy Cue Ball and
your pool playing will have unpredictable fun.
Style #: C0108-Z
Size: 2-1/4”, 2-1/16”, 2”.
No. of Balls: Selling as Individual ball

Custom Design
You got your own style or design? No problem, VIGMA can do
customization for you. License your design in full color on our VIGMA
balls now!

Key chains
Don’t let your imagination die, let VIGMA incarnates it into Works of Art.

Embossed VIGMA
logo on finest
Genuine Leather.

Delicate Volour
Interior for subreme
Protection.

Detailed craftsmanship

Modish Box Set
All VIGMA ball sets come with durable carton boxes with VIGMA logo printed. Our boxes ensure
your balls can be well-organized and safe keeping, no matter at home, or in game rooms.

VIGMA Grand Leather Box
Treasure your collectible VIGMA balls? Want to present VIGMA balls as a gift? VIGMA Grand
Leather Box will be the simplest yet fabulous choice for you. Our leather boxes are made with good
quality leather in a variety of colors. The embossed VIGMA logo simply displays the prestige of the
good quality of VIGMA balls. To add on the luxurious of VIGMA Grand Leather Box, the velour

interior can provide supreme protection for your VIGMA balls as well as elegance. VIGMA Grand
Leather Box is a detailed handicraft that enhances the presentation of your beloved VIGMA balls.

Blister Pack For Individual Balls
This transparent blister pack allows the perfection of VIGMA balls to be displayed as we are so proud
of our good quality and styles.

Eye -Catching Insert
VIGMA means stylish. Why limit to the one style you have in hand? Explore how VIGMA can bring
styles into both your live and entertainment. Try to match VIGMA with your pool table, home décor,
and even your personality. VIGMA has to be sure that you won’t miss any cool styles we have and
that’s why a full color insert is enclosed with each pack of VIGMA products introducing the complete
line of VIGMA balls to you. You would also pass this eye-catching insert to your pool-player pals and
take them to enjoy the excellence of VIGMA balls.

